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This report identifies important trends and drivers for future 
success in the artificial disc replacement (ADR) market. Our 
analysis focuses on the 2019 market and forecasts growth 
through 2024. 
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Market Scope estimates strong growth in the artificial disc 
replacement (ADR) market over the next five years due to 
increased payer coverage and surgeon adoption in the US 
and Europe. Our 2019 Artificial Disc Replacement Market 
Report provides contextual information for understanding 
ADR market opportunity, and it forecasts market growth over 
the next five years. The report is designed for spine industry 
manufacturers, market analysts, providers, and investors 
who are interested in the artificial disc business.  

Market Scope is a trusted third-party research company with 
the ability to provide data-driven, global perspective on the 
orthopedic marketplace. Our reports include trends in market 
opportunity, major manufacturer profiles, market share 
analysis, adoption of new technology, and more. 
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•  ADR procedure economics

•  Prospective patient analysis

•  Global opportunity for ADR procedures

•  Regional surgeon, procedure, and hospital  
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